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SUMMARY of LAST WEEK

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

• Perceptions and treatments of diseases of women from ancient history to modern times 
• Early studies on the biology of Men and Women
• Sex determination strategies and Human Sex determination
• The Human Sex Chromosomes
• Bipotential tissues are directed to develop into male or female sex organs; hormonal changes bring 

about puberty, and the secondary sex characteristics of men and women
• Non-gonadal sex phenotypes
• Considerations on the definitions of Biological Sex (gametic, hormonal, genetic...) and Gender
• Sexual Dimorphism and Sexual Selection (what Darwin didn’t see...)
• Human Health and towards Precision Medicine: assessing and addressing Sex Bias in Disease at last
• Sexual Dimorphism and Human Health – some examples

www.ucl.ac.uk/museums-
static/digitalegypt/med/birthpapyrus.html Hulton Archive/Getty Images
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Sexual Dimorphism and Human Health

Tricarico et al, Clin.. Cancer Res. 2020



J. S. Danska, Sex matters for mechanism Sci. 
Transl Med. 6, 258fs40 (2014).

Sex and gender exert wide-ranging effects on human health
• Sex is the now generally considered as the constellation of biological attributes of sexually reproducing 

organisms, including physical characteristics. 
• Gender refers to cultural and social attitudes that influence a continuum of traits considered to be 

feminine or masculine, social interactions, issues of gender identity.
• It is crucial to design studies that can capture variation within and between sexes. 
• Sex and gender must be considered in preclinical study design and analysis...

E. Heard, March 13th 2023



Biomedical science has shown a strong bias and blindness to sex and gender

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

After many centuries of misconceptions and misleading 
information, today, the medical field understands that
there are marked sex-based differences in the epidemiology, 
clinical manifestations, course, and therapy of disease.

Still, it is only in the last decade that biomedical research and 
clinical trials are actually including both sexes, not just males.

Very few sex-based differences are understood in molecular or 
cellular terms, yet many of the explanations will derive from the 
fundamental biological differences between the sexes. 

These are due to both hormonal and genetic differences, that 
impact both gonadal and non-gonadal tissues. 

Certain differences also derive from environmental factors and 
life style differences.

2023 COURS III and IV for the role of sex chromosomes and Xi 
chromosome in particular.

By Bethany Brookshire
June 9, 2020 at 3:00 am
Biomedical science has historically been a male-dominated world 
just for the scientists, but also for their research subjects. Even most 
mice were male (SN: 6/18/19). But now, a new study shows that 

https://www.sciencenews.org/author/bethany-brookshire


Sex bias in disease: overcoming bias in practices
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NIH Policy on the Inclusion of Women in Clinical Research
Women now account for roughly half of all participants in NIH-
supported clinical research. More often than not, basic and 
preclinical biomedical research has focused on male animals 
and cells. 

An over-reliance on male animals and cells obscures 
understanding of key sex influences on health processes and 
outcomes.

• Accounting for sex as a biological variable begins with the 
development of research questions and study design. 

• It also includes data collection and analysis of results, as 
well as reporting of findings. Consideration of sex may be 
critical to the interpretation, validation, and generalizability 
of research findings. 

• Adequate consideration of both sexes in experiments and 
disaggregation of data by sex allows for sex-based 
comparisons and may inform clinical interventions. 

• Appropriate analysis and transparent reporting of data by 
sex may therefore enhance the rigor and applicability of 
preclinical biomedical research.

The 4 Cs of Studying Sex to Strengthen Science:-

from mice to humans 

Have things improved? After scanning another 720 articles across nine of 

But it’s not all good news. Most studies that used only one sex offered no 

NIH Policy on Sex as a Biological Variable

In June 2020, the Journal of Women’s Health published “Sex as a 
Biological Variable: A 5-Year Progress Report and Call to Action,” an 
article commenting on the development and implementation of 
NIH’s SABV policy, which went into effect in January 2016. 

https://orwh.od.nih.gov/sex-gender/nih-policy-sex-biological-variable
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Sex bias in disease: overcoming bias in practices
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Axe 1. Les maladies dites féminines ou
masculines : une réalité à nuancer

Axe 2. Les recherches pluridisciplinaires sur le 
sexe et le genre dans la santé : des clarifications 
nécessaires

Axe 3. Inégalités de santé : conditions de vie et 
environnement

Axe 4. Formation sur genre et santé et l’accès à
la gouvernance : des lacunes et des résistances

Quatre objectifs au coeur des politiques publiques :
1. Mieux soigner en sensibilisant les soignant.es à

prendre en compte les interactions entre sexe et
genre dans les pathologies ;

2. Mieux rechercher en soutenant les recherches
pluridisciplinaires sur le sexe et le genre dans la
santé ;

3. Mieux maîtriser les risques d’inégalité de santé en
prenant en compte les conditions de vie et
l’environnement (polluants physiques, chimiques et
microbiologiques - Covid) ;

4. Mieux former les étudiant.es, soignant.es et
chercheur.euses, et instaurer une dynamique
paritaire pour l’accès aux responsabilités.

Quarante préconisations
Prendre en compte le sexe et le genre pour mieux soigner : un enjeu de santé publique
Rapport n°2020-11-04 Santé 45 voté le 04 11 2020
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Why were females excluded from scientific studies?

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

Beery and Zucker, Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews, 2011
“79% of articles dealing with non-human mammals in the early 20th century failed to 
report subject sex in the Journal of Physiology (London) and the Journal of Pharmacology 
and Experimental Therapeutics (Fig. 4A). The percentage of articles reporting subject sex 
increased steadily through 1969, without substantially affecting the relative abundance of 
male and female single-sex studies. A marked increase in male-only reports after 1969 
stabilized at around 50% (Fig. 4A). 

Single-sex studies of males still predominate in the biological literature, and neglect of 
females is widespread in many disciplines, including neuroscience, pharmacology, 
endocrinology, zoology, and physiology. One cannot assume that beyond the reproductive 
system, sex differences either do not exist or are irrelevant; despite this, a high proportion 
of studies failed to specify sex, and in experiments performed on both sexes data often 
were not analyzed by sex.”

Just as the absence of statistical analysis from biological research prior to the 1940s did 
not prevent major advances in biology, the neglect of females has not prevented 

progress in non-human animal research. Several arguments nevertheless can be made 
for abandoning the status quo ante for biomedical research. 

To understand the biology of women or develop safe treatments for diseases of women 
one must do more than study men. 



Why were females excluded from scientific studies?
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Meta-Research: A 10-year follow-up study of sex inclusion in the 
biological sciences (Elife, 2019)
In 2019, 49 percent of articles surveyed in biomedical science used 
both male and female subjects, almost twice as many as a decade 
earlier

79% of articles dealing with non-human mammals in the early 20th 
century failed to report subject sex in the Journal of Physiology 
(London) and the Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental 

Reasons that have led to medical research being mainly focused on males: 
(i) Historical assumption that biological mechanisms unrelated to sex organs and reproduction do not differ appreciably 

between sexes.
(ii) Female hormonal fluctuations were believed to confound biological measurements and so studies of males are favored. 
(iii) Considering sex as a variable requires more animals/participants and thus demands greater resources.
(iv) Clinical trials designed to avoid women in reproductive age groups due to potential risk of pregnancy

Meta-analysis of 293 publications reported that trait variability was no 
greater in female than in male mice despite not considering estrous 
cycle stage in the primary studies.

https://www.sciencenews.org/article/biomedical-research-sex-male-female-animal-human-studies

SN: Why weren’t people including females in their scientific studies a 
decade ago? 

Beery: “Researchers were making an active choice to exclude females 
from their studies. One rationale for this is that a lot of people assume 
that females are more variable than males [due to their hormone cycles]. 
There have now been several papers that have looked explicitly at that 
question and shown that no, females aren’t more variable than males. 

Male bias also gets historically entrenched. If everyone in your field has 
studied males, and the body of knowledge that’s been built up has always 
used male-only subjects, then you might be inclined to continue studying 
male-only subjects…. I think that’s been part of perpetuating the male 
bias for a long time.”



Are Females really more “variable” than Males?

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

• Spontaneous behaviour of female mice is only 
negligibly affected by estrous state

• Females and males exhibit strongly 
individualized patterns of exploration

• Female spontaneous behaviour is less variable 
than male behaviour.

Tracking open-field behaviour of female and male mice 
over weeks revealed that behaviour reflects individual 
identity, far more than estrous state in females. Males 
are much more variable than females, however, arguing 
for the inclusion of both sexes in studies of
spontaneous behaviours.



Sex bias in disease: what are the causes?
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After many centuries of misconceptions, misleading information 
or lack of information, today, the medical field understands that
there are marked sex-based differences in the epidemiology, 
clinical manifestations, course, and therapy of disease.

Still, it is only in the last decade that biomedical research and 
clinical trials are actually including both sexes, not just males.

Very few sex-based differences are understood in molecular or 
cellular terms, yet many of the explanations will derive from the 
fundamental biological differences between the sexes. 

These are due to both hormonal and genetic differences, that 
impact both gonadal and non-gonadal tissues. 

Certain differences also derive from environmental factors and 
life style differences.

Inclusion of both sexes in studies.

Where possible, use of models that allow hormonal, genetic and 
environmental differences to be distinguished.

By Bethany Brookshire
June 9, 2020 at 3:00 am
Biomedical science has historically been a male-dominated world 
just for the scientists, but also for their research subjects. Even most 
mice were male (SN: 6/18/19). But now, a new study shows that 

https://www.sciencenews.org/author/bethany-brookshire


Sex bias in disease: what are the causes?
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The example of known sex bias in Autoimmune Diseases

The mother’s role in directly nurturing the fetus during gestation may have 
important implications for autoimmune disorders. Where there is disparity 
between the sexes.

Graves’ disease, systemic lupus erythematosus, scleroderma, and multiple 
sclerosis share few clinical features, but these diseases affect women 3 to 
10 times as often as men. 

The assumption was that gonadal steroids play a major role in this disparity, 
but recent work suggests that genetic and epigenetic differences could also 
have a role gene expression from the inactive X
(COURS V, 2018 but also COURS III and IV 2023)

The discovery that fetal cells can persist in the mother’s circulation for 
decades after delivery has led to hypotheses that the presence of such 
foreign cells provides antigenic exposure that may be the source of 
heightened immune reactions in women.

Autoimmune diseases comprise a range of diseases in which the immune response to self-antigens results 
in damage or dysfunction of tissues (Mackay and Burnet, 1963). 
Criteria:
- the identification of a target antigen
- the presence of antibodies and/or T cells in the target organ, 
- the transfer of disease to animals by cells or antibodies (Rose and Bona, 1993; Witebsky et al., 1957).
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The example of known sex bias in Autoimmune Diseases

The mother’s role in directly nurturing the fetus during gestation may have 
important implications for autoimmune disorders. Where there is disparity 
between the sexes.

Graves’ disease, systemic lupus erythematosus, scleroderma, and multiple 
sclerosis share few clinical features, but these diseases affect women 3 to 
10 times as often as men. 

The assumption was that gonadal steroids play a major role in this disparity, 
but recent work suggests that genetic and epigenetic differences could also 
have a role gene expression from the inactive X
(COURS V, 2018 and more in next 2 weeks: COURS III and IV 2023)

The discovery that fetal cells can persist in the mother’s circulation for 
decades after delivery has led to hypotheses that the presence of such 
foreign cells provides antigenic exposure that may be the source of 
heightened immune reactions in women.

Hormones

Fetal cells

The challenge: distinguishing the effects of hormones, 
sex chromosome and environmental variables in order to 
better predict and treat such diseases.

X chromosomes
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Sex Hormones changes during Life 
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the onset of sexual differentiation, 
without gonads, regardless of their genetic sex (XX or XY), acquired
a female phenotype: regression of Wolffian ducts 
Mu
of an XX embryo and found that the female pattern was reversed
to the male pattern with the maintenance of Wolffian ducts and
regression of Mu
that the female phenotypic development is a default process
and masculinization of reproductive tract system is imposed by 
testicular hormones.
At the time of 
hormone secreted by the testis for its ability to restore maleness
in castrated animals and humans [
teams led by Adolf Butenandt, K` 
successfully synthesized the testicular hormone, ultimately named
testosterone [
of a 
but Mu
not only ascertained the function of testosterone on maintaining
the Wolffian duct, but also implied that another testicular factor(s)
must be responsible for inhibiting the survival of Mu
Jost
for such factor, which is now known as anti
(AMH).
How do androgens promote the maintenance
of Wolffian ducts?
In addition to 
Wolffian duct maintenance was supported by various models of testicular
feminization due to androgen insensitivity, including human
[
genetically
XY that produced normal testicular androgens; however,
they failed to be virilized. Genetic inheritance studies in mice revealed

Discovery of the hormonal regulation of sexual differentiation
Much of our understanding of how sex determination works in vertebrates comes from a
paradigm established by the heroic experiments of Alfred Jost at the end of World War II.

Working with rabbits, Jost developed a surgical method of removing the gonads from
developing embryos and returning operated embryos to the uterus to complete development.
Jost discovered that removal of the gonads from all embryos at mid-gestation led to the
exclusive development of rabbits with female morphological sex characteristics.

These experiments proved that (at least in rabbits) development of a phenotypic female does
not require a gonad, but development of a phenotypic male does. From these experiments,
Jost concluded that primary sex determination involves the decision to initiate testis or ovary
development, which in turn leads to the production of substances that control the
development of the sex ducts and genitalia.

Alfred Jost (1916 -1991)
Endocrinologist, Professeur au 
Collège de France 1974 – 1987

Chaire Physiologie du développement

From B. Capel, Nature Reviews Genetics, 2017
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Discovery of the hormonal regulation of sexual differentiation
Much of our understanding of how sex determination works in vertebrates comes from a
paradigm established by the heroic experiments of Alfred Jost at the end of World War II.

Working with rabbits, Jost developed a surgical method of removing the gonads from
developing embryos and returning operated embryos to the uterus to complete development.
Jost discovered that removal of the gonads from all embryos at mid-gestation led to the
exclusive development of rabbits with female morphological sex characteristics.

These experiments proved that (at least in rabbits) development of a phenotypic female does
not require a gonad, but development of a phenotypic male does. From these experiments,
Jost concluded that primary sex determination involves the decision to initiate testis or ovary
development, which in turn leads to the production of substances that control the
development of the sex ducts and genitalia.

He proceeded to show that the developing testis produces two critical substances that control
sex determination. The first is testosterone and its derivatives, which support the
development of the male reproductive ducts (the epididymis and the vas deferens) and the
male genitalia. The second substance, identified later as anti-Müllerian hormone (AMH),
controls the degeneration of the female duct primordia (which would otherwise give rise to
the oviduct and uterus).

Similarly, the primordium for the external genitalia is identical in all embryos but differentiates
as male genitalia in the presence of dihydrotestosterone or as female genitalia in its absence.

Compared with our understanding of how the sex organs develop, we know much less about
how sex determination acts in the brain to establish morphological differences and
psychological sex, encompassing gender identity and partner preference .

Alfred Jost (1916 -1991)
Endocrinologist, Professeur au 
Collège de France 1974 – 1987

Chaire Physiologie du développement

From B. Capel, Nature Reviews Genetics, 2017
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Discovery of the hormonal regulation of sexual differentiation

Alfred Jost’s work in the 1940s laid the foundation of the 
current paradigm of sexual differentiation of reproductive 
tracts, which contends that testicular hormones drive the 
male patterning of reproductive tract system whereas the 
female phenotype arises by default. 

Once established, the sex-specific reproductive tracts 
undergo morphogenesis, giving rise to anatomically and 
functionally distinct tubular organs along the rostral–
caudal axis. 

Impairment of sexual differentiation of reproductive tracts 
by genetic alteration and environmental exposure are the 
main causes of disorders of sex development, and 
infertility at adulthood. 



Sex Hormones
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Sex hormones (sex steroids, gonadocorticoids, gonadal steroids) are steroid hormones that 
interact with steroid hormone receptors.  They include androgens, estrogens, and progestogens:

Androgens and estrogens give rise to testosterone and estradiol, respectively. 

Progestogens are distinct from androgens and estrogens and progesterone is the only naturally 
occurring human progestogen. 

All estrogen is obligatorily synthesized from androgen: starting with either acetate or cholesterol, 
androstenedione and testosterone are synthesized in both the ovary and testis and then partially 
converted to the estrogens, estrone and estradiol.

Sex hormones are naturally produced by the gonads (ovaries / testes), by adrenal glands, or by 
conversion from other sex steroids in other tissues eg liver or fat. 

Sex hormones are involved in the regulation of sexual functions, such as the regulation of 
reproductive cycle, development of accessory reproductive organs. 

Sex hormones influence the secondary sex characteristics, e.g. body shape and contour, 
mammary development, and pitch of voice.

All types of hormones are present in both sexes - at different levels: androgens are considered 
male sex hormones, since they have masculinizing effects, while estrogens and progestogens are 
considered female sex hormones.

Testosterone is present at higher levels in men, but also present in women. Variable testosterone 
levels explain some differences in human traits and disease prevalence. 

Effects of hormones are mediated by slow genomic mechanisms through nuclear receptors, as 
well as by faster mechanisms through membrane-associated receptors and signalling cascades. 

The Biosynthesis of Gonadal Steroids

The total amount of testosterone synthesized differs between the sexes, as do the relative 
amounts of testosterone and dihydrotestosterone produced and the relative amounts of 
estradiol and testosterone produced by metabolism.
CYP11A1 denotes cytochrome P-450 11A1. Adapted from Griffin and Wilson.



Sex Hormones control Sexual Development
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Sex Hormones: Testosterone in Males
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Testosterone governs male sexual development and 
physique. It is responsible for the growth of male 
sexual organs. It is responsible for the development of 
secondary sex characteristics like body hair and the 
deepening of the male voice. The above image shows 
the impact of low testosterone and high testosterone 
levels on the male body. Testosterone is responsible 
for boosting muscle mass and sex drive in males. 
Testosterone leads to an increase in lean body mass in 
males and increase in muscle strength. Testosterone is 
also known to decrease the risk of osteoporosis. 
Hence, synthetic development of testosterone is 
known as anabolic steroids, and these are very often 
used and abused by athletes to increase their stamina 
and performance when playing competitive sports. 
Anabolic steroids are known to increase muscle 
development and reduce body fat. 

https://www.chegg.com/learn/topic/gonadal-hormones



Sex Hormones: Estrogen and Progesterone in females
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Estrogen is the primary female sex hormone. It is responsible for 
the estrous or reproductive cycle. The main type of estrogen
produced is known as estradiol. Estradiol is not just important in 
reproductive and sexual functioning; it has an important role in 
maintaining other organs like our bones. Estradiol is responsible 
for ovulation. Estradiol is important for increased uterine motility. 
Estradiol is responsible for neuronal growth. Estradiol is 
responsible for regulating the cardiovascular physiology of the 
body. 

Progesterone is mainly important in maintaining pregnancy. 
It is produced in the ovaries, adrenal glands, and placenta. 
It is also important in maintaining the estrous and menstrual 
cycles. Progesterone is responsible for follicular growth and 
ovulation. Progesterone is responsible for endometrial secretion. 
It maintains pregnancy by inhibiting uterine contractions and the 
aiding in the glandular development of the endometrium. It also 
helps in the development of the mammary gland. 

Both estrogen and progesterone collectively work in preparing 
the uterus for pregnancy and the mammary gland for the process 
of lactation. 

https://www.chegg.com/learn/topic/gonadal-hormones



How much hormonal control is there of the human body in non-gonadal tissues?
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For example: Sex Hormones and the Human Brain?

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

In mammals, many sex differences are downstream of the 
unequal effects of XX vs. XY sex chromosomes and are influenced 
by hormones and environmental factors
Need to distinguish:
- Effects of gonadal hormones on development and in 

adulthood eg Xu et al
- Effects of sex chromosomes operating outside of the gonads. 
- Effect of maternal factors and early life environment

McCarthy MM. 2016. Multifaceted origins of sex differences in the brain. 
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 371: 20150106.



Sex differences exist from the beginning of life

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

Typical sex differences across gestational age
Throughout pregnancy, sex differences may arise as a consequence of both sex chromosome and sex hormone (testosterone) biology. 
The combined effects of sex chromosomes and hormones on placental function may contribute to sex differences in healthy development and risk for 
adverse pregnancy outcomes. 



Maternal diet and susceptibility to sex-specific neuropsychiatric disorders
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High maternal weight is associated with detrimental outcomes in offspring,
including increased susceptibility to neurological disorders such as
anxiety, depression and communicative disorders. Despite widespread
acknowledgement of sex biases in the development of these disorders, few
studies have investigated potential sex-biased mechanisms underlying
disorder susceptibility. 
A maternal high-fat diet causes endotoxin accumulation in fetal tissue, and subsequent 
perinatal inflammation contributes to sex-specific behavioural outcomes in offspring.
In male offspring exposed to a maternal high-fat diet, increased macrophage
Toll-like receptor 4 signalling results in excess microglial phagocytosis of
serotonin (5-HT) neurons in the developing dorsal raphe nucleus, decreasing
5-HT bioavailability in the fetal and adult brains. Bulk sequencing from a
large cohort of matched first-trimester human samples reveals sex-specific
transcriptome-wide changes in placental and brain tissue in response to
maternal triglyceride accumulation (a proxy for dietary fat content). Further,
fetal brain 5-HT levels decrease as placental triglycerides increase in male mice
and male human samples. These findings uncover a microglia-dependent
mechanism through which maternal diet can impact offspring susceptibility
for neuropsychiatric disorder development in a sex-specific manner.  
Also see studies of Sonia Garel
(More next WEEK COURS III and IV)



Evolution of genetic mechanisms of sex determination led to TWO PROCESSES causing sex 
differences in somatic phenotypes: gonadal differentiation and sex chromosome dosage 

Non-gonadal tissue sex phenotypes 

Arthur P. Arnold (UCLA)

“From the moment of our conception, each of us has a sex.  Sex has a major role in determining the 
physical attributes of our bodies, the structure of our brains, our behavioral tendencies, our 
susceptibility and reaction to diseases, the environment in which we grow up, our place in society, 
the attitudes of others towards us, and our conception of self. Although sex may be considered to be 
determined primarily biologically, our gender (i.e. the social perception and implications of our sex) 
is arguably equally or more important for our lives. Sex and gender differences are created by an 
intricate reciprocal interaction of numerous biological and environmental forces.” AP Arnold 2010

For the last 50 years, students have been taught that outside the gonads — where sperm and eggs 
are produced — cells with XX and XY pairs are functionally equivalent because there is nothing on 
the X or Y chromosome that acts outside the testes. They’ve been taught that hormones secreted by 
the testes and the ovaries, where eggs are produced, are entirely responsible for making the body 
more masculine or feminine. 
However we now know that there are intrinsic biochemical differences between XX and XY cells that 
affect tissues and organs across the entire body and have a significant impact independent of sex 
hormones. And medical practitioners must understand these differences to properly treat their 
patients.  D Page 2016

E. Heard, March 13th 2023



Sex differences exist from the beginning of life
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A widely-held tenet of sex determination is that “in most 
mammals, sex determination is initiated by transient expression 
of Sry …,” the Y gene initiating testis differentiation.

Arnold challenges the thinking behind this narrative, because 
(1) ubiquitous sex differences in cell phenotypes emerge well 

before the expression of Sry and 
(2) after differentiation of gonads, significant sex differences in 

cells are not the result of the this “sex determination” 
process but this excludes some components of sexual 
differentiation.

Arnold considers that all biological sex differences stem originally 
from the inherent imbalance of sex chromosome factors, present 
in the zygote, acting in the embryo and throughout life.

Arnold defines “sex determination” to include any factors that
cause sex differences in cells, tissues, and individuals. 

Factors that determine the sex of cells and individuals can be primary
(encoded by the sex chromosomes of the zygote) or secondary factors 
downstream of the primary X and Y factors (Arnold, 2011). In this view, 
Sry is a primary sex-determining factor, and testicular hormones secreted 
because of the differentiation of testes are secondary sex determinants.
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Þ

In the mammalian model of sex determination, embryos are 
considered to be sexually indifferent until the transient action of
a sex-determining gene initiates gonadal differentiation. 
Although this model is thought to apply to all vertebrates, this has
yet to be established. Here we have examined three lateral 
gynandromorph chickens (a rare, naturally occurring
phenomenon in which one side of the animal appears male and the 
other female) to investigate the sex-determining
mechanism in birds. These studies demonstrated that 

Gynandromorph birds are mixed-sex (ZZ/ZW) chimaeras in which the 
male side of the chickens had a high proportion of ZZ cells, and the 
female side had a high proportion of ZW cells.

Based on the Jost paradigm, circulating sex hormones would be 
expected to pattern differentiation as uniformly male or female, 
regardless of the genotype of the cells. 

However, the gynandromorph results suggest that the chromosomal 
constitution of cells in birds influences their perception of the 
hormone environment  ie individual cells across the animal “know 
their sex” by their sex chromosome constitution. 

Most of the phenotypes that show a sex chromosome effect in birds 
(different phenotype in ZZ vs. ZW) are often also influenced by 
gonadal hormone levels.

Eg chicken’s comb and wattle, large in males and small in females. 
These structures have long been known to be sensitive to androgens, 
so that the sex difference was thought to be downstream of gonadal 
determination. Yet, the chicken gynandromorph has a larger comb 
and wattle on the male side, indicating that sex chromosome 
complement also contributes to the sex difference.

Cell-autonomous sex identity in some Birds



Avian somatic cells possess a cell-autonomous sex identity

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

Birds depend on a ZW system with variations

• Birds also use a stable pair of sex chromosomes for determining sex.
• Unlike mammals, they have a ZZ/ZW chromosomal system, in which

the female is the heterogametic sex.
• These sex chromosomes evolved from a completely different set of

autosomes than the XY chromosomes in mammals.
• In birds, sex determination is controlled by the dosage of a gene on

the Z chromosome known as doublesex and mab-3 related
transcription factor 1 (DMRT1): males have two copies of DMRT1,
whereas females have only one.

• Despite the presence of a strong ZW genetic system in chickens, ZZ
male eggs can be sex-reversed to female by the application of
oestrogen during the critical period of gonad formation and
commitment to testis or ovarian fate. Sensitivity to oestrogen is a
characteristic of most egg-laying species.

• Birds develop rarely as gynandromorphs in which plumage, genitalia
and other sexual dimorphisms are divided bilaterally into male
characteristics on one side and female characteristics on the other

• Implies that sex determination is cell autonomous.
• Birds appear to lack a chromosome-wide mechanism of Z gene dosage

compensation comparable to X inactivation (Arnold et al. 2008)
although this is still under investigation.

Þ

In the mammalian model of sex determination, embryos are 
considered to be sexually indifferent until the transient action of
a sex-determining gene initiates gonadal differentiation. 
Although this model is thought to apply to all vertebrates, this has
yet to be established. Here we have examined three lateral 
gynandromorph chickens (a rare, naturally occurring
phenomenon in which one side of the animal appears male and the 
other female) to investigate the sex-determining
mechanism in birds. These studies demonstrated that 

• Gynandromorph birds are mixed-sex 
chimaeras

• Sex differences precede gonadal 
hormone influences

• Chimaeras confirm cell-autonomous 
sexual differentiation

• Avian somatic cells possess a cell 
autonomous sex identity

• NB in mammalian mixed-sex chimaeras, 
XX cells can become functional Sertoli 
cells and XY cells can become 
functional granulosa cells.



The impact of sex on gene expression across tissues

Oliva et al., Science 369, 1331 (2020)

circles) of gene sets enriched for
genes highly expressed (blue and red balloons) in females (red) or 

(blue) across tissues. Balloon size corresponds to the P value for the 

analysis of GSEA. Faint lines connecting balloons correspond to 

edge genes between gene sets.
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Many complex human phenotypes 
exhibit sex differentiated 
characteristics. 

The molecular mechanisms 
underlying these differences remain 
largely unknown. 



The impact of sex on gene expression across tissues

• Sex affects gene expression and its genetic regulation across tissues. 
• Sex effects on gene expression were measured in 44 GTEx human tissue sources and 

integrated with genotypes of 838 subjects. 
• A total of 37% genes exhibit sex-biased expression in at least 1 tissue. 
• Sex-biased expression is present in numerous biological pathways and is associated 

to sex-differentiated transcriptional regulation. 
• Sex-biased expression quantitative trait loci in cis (sex-biased eQTLs) are partially 

mediated by cellular abundances and reveal gene trait associations.

Oliva et al., Science 369, 1331 (2020)

circles) of gene sets enriched for
genes highly expressed (blue and red balloons) in females (red) or 

(blue) across tissues. Balloon size corresponds to the P value for the 

analysis of GSEA. Faint lines connecting balloons correspond to 

edge genes between gene sets.
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Many complex human phenotypes 
exhibit sex differentiated 
characteristics. 

The molecular mechanisms 
underlying these differences remain 
largely unknown. 



The impact of the Y Chromosome across human tissues

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

How do human Y-Chromosome genes contribute to 
differences between XX and XY individuals beyond the 
reproductive system?

The Y Chromosome retains conserved, dosage-sensitive 
regulatory genes expressed in tissues throughout the body 
(Bellott et al. 2014), which might underlie associations 
between the Y Chromosome and disease (Tartaglia et al. 
2012; Cannon-Albright et al. 2014; Eales et al. 2019). 

The divergence of MSY genes from their X homologs is likely 
to be in regulatory (i.e., noncoding) sequences .
In this way the Y Chromosome can directly give rise to 
differences between XX and XY individuals. 

Because the X–Y gene pairs encode regulators of 
transcription, translation, and protein stability that are highly 
dosage sensitive (Bellott et al. 2014; Naqvi et al. 2018), small 
differences in their expression levels could contribute 
significantly to the widespread sex differences in gene 
expression observed across tissues (Naqvi et al. 2019) and 
ultimately to phenotypic differences between the sexes.



E. Heard, March 13th 2023

The landscape of X-chromosome gene activity across human tissues



The landscape of X-chromosome gene activity across human tissues

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

• Multiple regions show female bias: ie escape from XCI  – this is 
variable between tissues and individuals

• Sex bias pattern of nine genes not previously classified as full escape 
genes that follow a similar profile to established escape genes

• Genes in the pseudoautosomal region show higher expression in XY 
males than in XX females => lower activity of PAR region on Xi?
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• Multiple regions show female bias: ie escape from XCI  – this is 
variable between tissues and individuals

• Sex bias pattern of nine genes not previously classified as full escape 
genes that follow a similar profile to established escape genes

• Genes in the pseudoautosomal region show higher expression in XY 
males than in XX females => lower activity of PAR region on Xi?



The landscape of X-chromosome gene activity across human tissues
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Different types of sexual inequality that are currently known or 
suspected in XX vs. XY cells because of the inherent imbalance of 
representation of sex chromosome genes (Arnold, 2017):

(1) The male-specific expression of Y genes causes XY cells to differ 
from XX cells (Arnold, 2017b; Case & Teuscher, 2015). 

(2) The constitutive difference in number of X chromosomes leads 
to four classes of X genes that underlie sex differences in 
phenotype:
• X genes escaping X inactivation are expressed higher in XX than XY cells 

(Carrel et al., 1999; Tukiainen et al., 2017). For example, sex differences in 
trophoblast expression of the putative X escapee gene Ogt are reported 
to cause sex differences in resilience to prenatal insults (Nugent, O’Donnell, 
Epperson, & Bale, 2018).

• Genes in the pseudoautosomal regions (PAR) of the sex chromosomes are 
often expressed at higher levels in XY cells, relative to XX cells, because 
some of them are subject to X inactivation in XX cells (Tukiainen et al., 2017)

• X genes that experience a parental imprint can be expressed at a higher 
or lower level in XX vs. XY cells because a paternal imprint affects only XX 
cells (Arnold, 2017a). 

• The difference in epigenetic regulation of the X and Y chromosomes could 
impact the epigenetic status of the autosomes. The large 
heterochromatic X chromosome, present only in XX cells, might sequester 
heterochromatizing factors and reduce their availability for autosomal 
heterochromatin, affecting autosomal gene expression (Wijchers & 
Festenstein, 2011).

Different categories of X and Y genes can cause phenotypic 
differences between XX and XY cells and tissues

Rethinking sex determination of non-gonadal tissues
Arthur P. Arnold

Other forces cause sex differences in populations of humans and other animals, 
because of natural genetic heterogeneity not modelled in inbred strains 
(reviewed by Arnold, 2017a).

These factors cause average differences between groups of males and females.
(1) XY males have hemizygous exposure of X alleles, so that they express
X allelic variations more prominently than XX females (Migeon, 2007).

XY individuals with X-linked lethal alleles are removed from the population,
and shift the mean phenotype of males vs. females. 

(2) XX individuals are mosaic for X alleles and X gene imprints, because the 
parental origin of the active X varies among XX cells but not among XY cells. The 
mosaicism itself can have a protective effect for XX but not XY tissues. Eg in XX 
mice with a null mutation in one allele of the X-linked Hccs gene, cells 
expressing the null allele are selectively removed from the heart during 
embryonic development (Drenckhahn et al., 2008). 

(3) Some autosomal alleles are likely to be better adapted to one sex than the 
other, and thus will be found in greater frequency in one sex, creating an 
average genetic difference in autosomes of males and females. 

(4) The different modes of inheritance of the mitochondrial and nuclear 
genomes lead to sex-biasing effects. Because the mitochondrial genome is 
inherited in the female lineage, mitochondrial alleles might arise that are 
beneficial to females but harmful to males. Such a mismatch of mitochondrial 
genomes of the mother and nuclear genomes of her sons can have differential 
harmful effects in males relative to females (Camus, Clancy, & Dowling, 2012; Frank, 2012; 
Innocenti, Morrow, & Dowling, 2011).



X-Chromosome Variation in Mosaicism and Escape

E. Heard, March 13th 2023
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The inactive X chromosome contributes to male-female differences in 
common disease

• Analyzed gene expression in sex chromosome aneuploidy
• samples using linear models
• Xi and Xa transcriptomes are modular
• 38% of X chromosome genes are affected by Xi copy number—

in cis and in trans
• Ten X-chromosome genes likely contribute to male-female 

differences in somatic tissues

The ‘‘inactive’’X chromosome (Xi) has been assumed to have 
little impact, in trans, on the ‘‘active’’X (Xa).
To test this, we quantified Xi and Xa gene expression in 
individuals with one Xa and zero to three Xis. Our linear
modeling revealed modular Xi and Xa transcriptomes and 
significant Xi-driven expression changes for 38%
(162/423) of expressedXchromosomegenes.By integrating 
allele-specific analyses,we found thatmodulation
of Xa transcript levels by Xi contributes to many of these Xi-
driven changes (R121 genes). By incorporating
metrics of evolutionary constraint, we identified 10 X 
chromosome genes most likely to drive sex differences
in common disease and sex chromosome aneuploidy 
syndromes. We conclude that human X chromosomes
are regulated both in cis, through Xi-wide transcriptional 
attenuation, and in trans, through positive or negative
modulation of individual Xa genes by Xi. The sum of these cis 
and trans effects differs widely among genes.

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

More in COURS III and IV



E. Heard, March 6th 2023

The role of X-inactivation is often ignored as a prime cause of sex
differences in disease. Yet, the way males and females express their
X-linked genes has a major role in the dissimilar phenotypes that
underlie many rare and common disorders, such as intellectual
deficiency, epilepsy, congenital abnormalities, and diseases of the
heart, blood, skin, muscle, and bones. 

Genetics in Medicine (2020) 22:1156–1174; 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41436- 020-0779-4

The inactive X chromosome contributes to male-female differences in disease

Lessons from X-chromosome anueploidies?
Difficult to disentangle hormonal and genetic/epigenetic differences

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41436-


Twin studies: X-linked gene expression variation between 
genetically identical individuals

“Identical twins have identical genes but they don't 
have identical brains and that is because learning 
leads to anatomical changes in the brain and even 
identical twins will have different social experiences, 
different learning experiences, and therefore will end 
up having different brains.” E Kandel

Human twin studies are 
powerful means to distinguish 
genetic from hormonal and 
environmental variations.
Yet they are also limited by 
confounding effects including 
upbringing,  life style choices as 
well as genetic and epigenetic 
changes during life....
(COURS 2017)



Methods for distinguishing effects of X chromosome 
number from effects of sex hormones

XX and XY mice with testes (XXM and XYM) 
or with ovaries (XXF and XYF)

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

A major goal has been to distinguish sex differences caused by gonadal 
hormones versus sex chromosome complement (XX versus XY). 

Hormonal effects are most often detected by manipulating hormone 
levels, synthesis, or action to find which hormones account for sex 
differences.

Test for phenotypic effects of the number of X chromosomes, mirroring 
the natural difference between females and males, in a manner that will 
reveal X gene effects and distinguish from hormonal effects.



Mouse Models to Discriminate Hormonal and Sex Chromosome 
Effects That Cause Sex Differences

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

Mouse models for measuring sex chromosome effects:

A, In the four core genotypes (FCG) model, the testis-determining
gene (Sry) is removed from Y chromosome to make the “Y–” 
chromosome, and an Sry transgene is inserted into chromosome 3. 
XY– mice have ovaries and are called XY females (XYF) here. Mice 
with an Sry transgene have testes and are called males, XXM or 
XYM. 

B, The XY* model is useful for figuring out whether a difference 
between XX and XY is because of effects of the X chromosome or Y 
chromosome. It compares groups that differ in the number of X 
chromosomes (female mice with XX or XO and male mice with XY 
or XXY) or compares mice that differ in the presence/absence of Y 
chromosome (XO vs XY and XX vs XXY), to determine which causes 
XX vs XY differences.

C, Sex Chromosome Trisomy (SCT) mouse model produces XXY, XYY, 
XY, and XX mice in the same litters, each genotype with either 
testes or ovaries. Model for Klinefelter syndrome (KS), caused by 
XXY karyotype. 
Adapted from Li et al18 with permission of the publisher. Copyright © 2014, Oxford 
University Press and Chen et al. Biology of Sex Differences 2013, 4:15

C



Methods for distinguishing effects of X chromosome 
number from effects of sex hormones

Four Core Genotype Model:
(effects due to XX vs X number)
Y chromosome is deleted for Sry
An Sry transgene (S) is present on chrom 3 in 
some groups. 
Breeding XYM x XXF produces 4 genotypes:
XX and XY mice with testes (XXM, XYM)
XX and XY mice with ovaries (XXF, XYF). 

XY* model (effects due to Y chromosome):
breed an XX mother with XY* father produces 
four genotypes, based on the abnormal 
recombination of the Y* chromosome with the 
X chromosome 

1218 autosomal genes that were different
between XX and XY females (Figure 2A, white), 
369 of which were affected by sex chromosome 
complement in both males and females (yellow). 

‘‘sex chromosome complement-sensitive 
set’’ of 369 autosomal genes (SCS) from
here on.

E. Heard, March 13th 2023



Identification of Sex differences caused by sex chromosome effects

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

Metabolism and body weight
• The greater body weight of male mice, relative to females, is reduced by 

gonadectomy of adult mice, indicating that gonadal hormones largely 
are responsible for this difference. 

• After gonadectomy of FCG mice, the body weight of XX mice increases 
slowly over weeks until it is much greater than that of XY mice, 
irrespective of their type of gonad (Chen et al., 2012). 

• The sex chromosome effect is eventually as large as the effect of gonadal 
hormones in young mice at the outset of the experiment. 

• Use of the XY* model allows mice with different numbers of X or Y 
chromosomes to be tested. 

• These studies show that the XX-XY difference is caused by X genes, not Y 
genes. The greater body weight is mostly the result of an X chromosome 
effect on the amount of body fat. 

• In mice eating a high fat diet, sex chromosomes cause sex differences in 
the level of plasma cholesterol, and accumulation of liver triglycerides 
(Chen et al., 2012; Link et al., 2015). 

• In the case of body weight, the gonadal hormonal effect counteracts the 
sex chromosome effect: male hormones are associated with greater 
body weight, but male sex chromosomes (XY) with lower body weight. 
To date, little is known about the molecular site of interaction of the two 
effects, and whether they influence the same molecular pathways or 
distinct pathways that both impinge on the same emergent phenotype.



Identification of Sex differences caused by sex chromosome effects

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

Sex chromosome regulation of brain sensitivity to gonadal hormones
Recent discovery in FCG mice that sex chromosomes influence the metabolism of 
gonadal hormones in the brain, and regulate the
sensitivity of specific brain regions to sex steroid hormones. 

The amygdala has long been recognized as a site of action of gonadal steroids, to 
cause sex differences in function. In the anterior amygdala of E16 mouse embryos, 
XY mice, relative to XX, have greater expression of aromatase, the enzyme
converting androgens to estrogens, irrespective of gonadal type (Cisternas
et al., 2015). 

The same sex chromosome effect on aromatase is found in cultures of embryonic 
amygdala neurons (Cisternas, Cabrera Zapata, Arevalo, Garcia-Segura, & 
Cambiasso, 2017; Cisternas et al., 2015). In vitro, estrogen receptor beta (Esr2) is 
expressed higher in XY than XX cells (Cisternas et al., 2017). Treatment of neurons 
with estradiol or dihydrotestosterone increases expression of aromatase and Esr2 
in XX cells only, and abolishes the difference in Esr2 expression caused by sex 
chromosomes. Esr1 expression in vitro is also regulated by both sex chromosome 
complement and by gonadal hormones. This example is particularly interesting 
because it demonstrates a regulation by sex chromosomes both of local synthesis 
of estradiol, and of the sensitivity to estradiol, to regulate amygdalar phenotypes. 

The regulation of aromatase by sex chromosomes could shift the balance of action 
of estrogens and their androgenic precursors, contributing to hormonally driven
sex differences in amygdala development. It will be exciting to discover the
molecular pathways by which X or Y genes regulate steroid sensitivity of this
and other brain regions (Cambiasso et al., 2017; Cisternas, Garcia-Segura, &
Cambiasso, 2018).



Cardiovascular and pulmonary disease
Women and men differ in the susceptibility and progression of 
numerous cardiovascular diseases, including atherosclerosis, aneurysms, 
ischemia/ reperfusion injury, and systemic and pulmonary hypertension 
(Arnold et al., 2017). 
In animal models, the sex differences appear to be caused by a 
combination of sex chromosome and hormonal effects. 
These diseases have quite diverse molecular mechanisms, indicating 
that a wide range of cellular processes are influenced by sex 
chromosome complement.
In models of abdominal aortic aneurysms, which affect men much more 
than women, testosterone exacerbates disease, and XY sex 
chromosome complement is worse than XX (Alsiraj et al., 2016). Thus, 
both male hormones and male sex chromosomes appear to promote 
disease. 
In a model of ischemia/reperfusion injury, estrogens are generally 
protective, but XX sex chromosome complement is worse that XY, 
indicating compensatory or counteracting effects of estrogens and sex 
chromosomes (Li et al., 2014).
Hypertension affects men more than women. Ovarian hormones appear 
to be protective, but XX mice are more affected in mouse models than 
XY mice, again suggesting counteracting hormonal/sex chromosomal 
effects ( Ji et al., 2010). 

The sex differences in humans can often be complex, depending on 
changes in age, hormonal status (e.g., pre- vs. postmenopausal), which 
might imply an age-related change in balance of hormonal
and sex chromosome effects.
Pulmonary arterial hypertension affects women more than men. In a
mouse model of experimental pulmonary hypertension using FCG mice,
XY mice were less affected by hypoxia than XX mice. Further study of 

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

Methods for distinguishing effects of X chromosome 
number from effects of sex hormones



Sex Differences in Cardiovascular Diseases

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

Hormonal and sex chromosome effects in obesity, atherosclerosis, aneurysms, 
ischemia/reperfusion injury, and hypertension. 

Cardiovascular diseases occur and progress differently in the 2 sexes, due to biological 
factors differing between the sexes having sex-specific protective and harmful effects. 

Arthur P. Arnold. Arteriosclerosis, Thrombosis, and Vascular 
Biology. Sex Hormones and Sex Chromosomes Cause Sex 
Differences in the Development of Cardiovascular Diseases, 
Volume: 37, Issue: 5, Pages: 746-756, DOI: 
(10.1161/ATVBAHA.116.307301) 



Sex Differences in Cardiovascular Diseases
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Hormonal and sex chromosome effects in obesity, atherosclerosis, aneurysms, 
ischemia/reperfusion injury, and hypertension. 

Cardiovascular diseases occur and progress differently in the 2 sexes, due to biological 
factors differing between the sexes having sex-specific protective and harmful effects. 

The overall lifetime risk of CVD is similar in the 2 sexes, but men develop CVD earlier 
than women. At 55 years of age, the lifetime risk of a first incident coronary heart 
disease is higher in men than in women, but the risk of first incident cerebrovascular 
disease or heart failure is higher in women than in men. 
These sex differences suggest that biomedical principles, learned from the study of 
males, may not apply equally to females.

By comparing the 2 sexes directly, and breaking down sex into its component parts, one 
can discover sex-biasing protective mechanisms that might be targeted in the clinic. 

Gonadal hormones, especially estrogens and androgens, have long been found to 
account for some sex differences in cardiovascular diseases. 

More recently, the inherent sexual inequalities in effects of sex chromosome genes have 
also been implicated as contributors in animal models of cardiovascular diseases, 
especially a deleterious effect of the second X chromosome found in females but not in 
males. Hormonal and sex chromosome mechanisms interact in the sex-specific control of 
certain diseases, sometimes by opposing the action of the other.

Arthur P. Arnold. Arteriosclerosis, Thrombosis, and Vascular 
Biology. Sex Hormones and Sex Chromosomes Cause Sex 
Differences in the Development of Cardiovascular Diseases, 
Volume: 37, Issue: 5, Pages: 746-756, DOI: 
(10.1161/ATVBAHA.116.307301) 

Data on the incidence of cardiovascular disease defined as coronary heart 
disease, heart failure, stroke, and intermittent claudication in women 
(white bars) and men (black bars) from 45 to 94 years of age. Data are 
derived from the Framingham Heart Study as reported by the National 
Heart, Lung and Blood Institute138 and adapted from Mozaffarian et al4

with permission of the publisher. Copyright © 2015, American Heart 
Association, Inc. 

https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/full/10.1161/ATVBAHA.116.307301
https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/full/10.1161/ATVBAHA.116.307301


Interaction of sex chromosome effects and age

Female longevity is observed in humans and much of the animal 
kingdom, but its causes remain elusive. 

Using FCG model to produce XX and XY mice, each with either 
ovaries or testes, the authors show that the female XX sex 
chromosome complement increases survival during aging in male 
and female mice. 

In combination with ovaries, XX statud also extends lifespan.

Understanding causes of sex-based differences in aging could lead 
to new pathways to counter age-induced decline in both sexes.

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

Methods for distinguishing effects of X chromosome 
number from effects of sex hormones

XX sex chromosomes extended lifespan in combination with ovaries and 
independently increased survival during aging.

In mice with ovaries, XX increased 
survival after 21 months (Figure 
2e). In mice with testes, XX also 
increased survival, but the benefit 
was earlier, prior to 23 months, 
and did not alter maximal lifespan 
(Figure 2f). Thus, independent of 
maximal lifespan, the XX genotype 
increased survival during aging in 
both male and female mice, albeit 
at different times.



Hormones and sex chromosomes differentially contribute to ethanol intake, 
preference, and relapse-like behaviour 

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

XX chromosomes promote the alcohol deprivation effect. 
(A) Following the last 20% EtOH session, four core genotypes (FCG)
mice underwent six sessions of deprivation and were then re-
exposed to 20% EtOH for one 24-h session. This cycle of deprivation 
and reexposure was repeated five times. 
(B) XX/Sry  and XX/Sry+ mice escalated intake compared with 
drinking at baseline (= 5 sessions preceding deprivation; BL). # p < 
0.05 vs. BL (Dunnett's), **p < 0.01 (main effects three-way ANOVA).

Differential effects of gonadal hormones and sex chromosomes on 
EtOH intake and preference.
(A) Four core genotypes (FCG) mice drank EtOH, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%
concentrations, for 24 h across five drinking sessions per concn. 
(B) Sry- (vs. Sry+) and XX (vs. XY) mice consumed greater amounts of 
EtOH. 
(C) XX chromosomes were associated with heightened preference for 
EtOH versus water.



Maternal diet and susceptibility to sex-specific neuropsychiatric disorders

E. Heard, March 13th 2023

High maternal weight is associated with detrimental outcomes in offspring,
including increased susceptibility to neurological disorders such as
anxiety, depression and communicative disorders. Despite widespread
acknowledgement of sex biases in the development of these disorders, few
studies have investigated potential sex-biased mechanisms underlying
disorder susceptibility. 
A maternal high-fat diet causes endotoxin accumulation in fetal tissue, and subsequent 
perinatal inflammation contributes to sex-specific behavioural outcomes in offspring.
In male offspring exposed to a maternal high-fat diet, increased macrophage
Toll-like receptor 4 signalling results in excess microglial phagocytosis of
serotonin (5-HT) neurons in the developing dorsal raphe nucleus, decreasing
5-HT bioavailability in the fetal and adult brains. Bulk sequencing from a
large cohort of matched first-trimester human samples reveals sex-specific
transcriptome-wide changes in placental and brain tissue in response to
maternal triglyceride accumulation (a proxy for dietary fat content). Further,
fetal brain 5-HT levels decrease as placental triglycerides increase in male mice
and male human samples. These findings uncover a microglia-dependent
mechanism through which maternal diet can impact offspring susceptibility
for neuropsychiatric disorder development in a sex-specific manner.
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Using animal models to gain a better understanding of Sex Bias in Disease

Investigating sexual dimorphism in: 
Cancers
Autoimmune diseases
Neurological and neurodegenerative disorders
Cardiovascular diseases
Metabolic disorders
Behviour 



Cours I - Introduction : les maladies ont-elles un sexe ? 6 mars
Cours II - Biais liés au sexe : comment distinguer les effets dus aux 
chromosomes sexuels, hormones ou mode de vie ? 13 mars
Cours III - L’impact de l’expression des gènes liés aux chromosomes 
X inactif et Y sur les différences entre les sexes. 20 mars
Cours IV - L’importance de la régulation du dosage des gènes sur le 
chromosome X dans la susceptibilité à certaines maladies. 27 mars
Colloque – en lien avec le sujet du cours, le 21 avril, 2023

Année 2022-2023 
“Biais liés au sexe dans la susceptibilité aux maladies: 

causes génétiques et épigénétiques”

CHAIRE ÉPIGÉNÉTIQUE ET MÉMOIRE CELLULAIRE

E. Heard, March 13th 2023


